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Case#: NW 54464 Date: 10-10-2017
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-114543)

FROM: SAC, WFO (105-65018)(C)

SUBJECT: JUNTA REVOLUCIONARIA CUBANA, WASHINGTON, D. C., (JURE, WDC) (00:WFO)<CUBA

DATE: 11/5/65

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 11/24/65 BY SP8 BTAHEL

10-24-94 SP8 MACKE

(FFH)

Enclosed herewith are eleven copies to the Bureau and one copy to Miami for information of an LHM together with a memorandum of evaluation dated and captioned as above.

The informant referred to in the LHM is PEDRO FERNANDO ENTEZNA ESCOBAR, PSI (134-6094) who furnished "ADELANTE" to SA JOHN G. GOEDTEL.

"ADELANTE" was translated by SA F. J. DOEBRATZ, Jr., at WFO.

WFO has arranged to receive future copies of "ADELANTE". Upon translation will submit in form suitable for dissemination to the Bureau and interested offices data deemed pertinent to the activities of JURE.

The enclosed LHM is classified "Confidential" since the information contained therein could reasonably result in the identification of an informant of continuing value and compromise his future effectiveness.